Are You Feeling the Computer Blues
Computer blues are never uncommon. Unfortunately, everyone can fall victim to different
computer issues that range from simple software problems to more serious hard drive
issues. Perhaps, more annoying, the computer suddenly shuts down and does not boot or
flashes the dreaded “Blue Screen of Death.” This often signals hard drive corruption -- the
worst computer problem anyone can deal with.
However, computers will usually have subtle signs that indicate impending complex
computer issues. Often, mechanical components of the computer hard drive will gradually
fail, and during this process you will notice your computer is not working well. If you can
recognize the early warning signs of serious computer blues, you may be able to act
accordingly or have the problems resolved by a reputable computer repair service
provider. Of course, it is important to back up all your data before having the computer
repaired.
Here are several signs that you need to be watchful of.
1. Unusual Beeps and Noises
This common sign is a result of mechanical failure in the hard drive’s read/write heads. To
fix this problem, you can turn off the computer, remove the drive for a while and return it.
If the same noise is still present, the problem may not be with the hard drive. Consider
having a qualified technician diagnose the real problem.
2. Files Corrupted From Your Drive
If some of your files suddenly go missing from your drive, some serious computer issues
might be brewing inside your drive. This symptom signals gradual failure in specific areas
of the drive that makes it difficult to access the data properly. The most common cause of
this problem is virus or malware infection.
3. Sudden slowing down of computer
A common computer blue encountered by many people is the sudden slow computer
process. However, many tend to disregard this sign which leads to more complex
computer issues. The computer will gradually start losing files and failure to boot may
soon ensue. This is a definitive sign of an imminent computer issue.
4. Blue Screen of Death
The dreaded stop screen error signals the worst of computer blues that require immediate
solution. Usually, it signals a critical failure in the computer system and would require
professional help from an experienced computer technician.

While computer blues are common, you could actually prevent them from turning into
major computer issues by taking particular attention to these signs of imminent computer
problem.

